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Montana vs. Idaho University Tonight

North and Corbin Hall Formals Tonight

MOKTAM

AJMIK
FRIDAY, JANUARY 18, 1929.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA. MISSOULA, MONTANA

F l l TRYOUTS FOR
I.O.T.C. RIFLE W
WILL STARTMONDAY
Team Selected Will Com
pete in Ninth Corps
Area Matches.
Freshmen in R. 0. T. C. are tak
ing advantage of the opportunity
this week to learn to shoot and pre
pare themselves for a place on the
Grizzly rlflry team which will com
pete in the Ninth Corps Area rifle
marksmanship match.
More than 175 men are practising
daily and as many as 200 can be
found shooting on the R. 0. T. C.
rifle gallery some days. Many up
per-classmen are also shooting in
preparation for the match. All next
week w ilt be devoted to picking the
freshmen for the squad. This pre
liminary work is a p art of the regu
lar R. 0. T. C. course, but the com
petition for places on the team will
determine which men will win let
ters. This distinction was made
possible by the action of the Athletic
board decreeing th a t riflry should
be a minor sp o rt Additional prac
tice and shooting will be required of
those on the squad tnereby making
extra work necessary to win a let
ter.
To Select Squad.

$5,000 IN PRIZES; Yearling Debaters Meet AUSTRALIANTEAM
INTERCOLLEGIATE M.S.C. Frosh Here Monday BRINGS PROMINENT
MEN TO MISSOULA
ORATORICAL MEET

Ticket Sales Show
Decrease This Year
Income from ticket sales for
the Washington State college
game showed a decrease as com
pared to the returns of last year,
according to E. Kirk Badgley,
auditor of the student organiza
tions.
The ticket sales for the Wash
ington State game this year
totaled $181.00, as compared to
$244.00 last year. The total re
turns from sale of tickets for the
Montana State college game was
$428.00 as compared to $521.00
a year ago.
Although the ticket sales were
less this year the total number
In attendance this year may
have been greater due to the in
creased enrollment, was the
opinion expressed by Mr. Badg
ley.
The number of students turn
ing out for the basketball games
this season has increased consid
erably over previous years. The
student representation a t the
Montana State college game is
believed to have exceeded any
other basketball audience in the
local gymnasium.

PRFSS CLUB HEIRS
CITY EDITOR R F 1
D IM M E S T

Another Frosh Team Debates in Bozeman Same Night
On Opposite Side of Question.

Must Name Spokesmen by
April 15; Semi-Finals
April 27.

j

According to Captain Caulkins the
shooting next week will be the basis
for selecting the squad. All the up
per-classmen and 50 frosh will Committees Appointed to
make up the squad. The men will
Complete Plans for
then start intensive training for the
Annual Banquet.
coming matches and for the follow
ing four weeks they will be given
Ernest
Imine 1, city editor of The
more individual attention and in
Daily Northwest, Wednesday even
struction than is now possible.
ing addressed campus journalists
The low scores this week mean a t The Shack. He used as his sub
little as it is early in the season ject “Beginnings *in Journalism /'
and the men shooting them may and recited chiefly from his own ex
come back strong next week/' stated periences in the newspaper game.
Captain Caulkins. “The improve
I t was the first meeting for the
ment this week has been very sat Press club this year, and was one of
isfactory and all men are urged to the largest meetings th at the club
stay in the competition until the has ever enjoyed, over sixty stu
last shot is fired next week."
dents being in attendance.
The Ninth Corps area match must
General Discussion
be fired before February 26. The
Following Mr. Immel's talk, a
matches are to be fired in three general discussion was held regard
stages. The dates set for shooting ing the annual Press club banquet,
here are February 20, first stage, the date for which has already been
prone and sitting; February 21, set for February 27. I t was agreed
second stage, prone and kneeling; th a t the M argaret hotel a t Bonner
and February 2, third stage, prone was the most suitable place to hold
and standing. The six high teams the affair.
of the area match will compete in
President Corbly then appointed
the national championship matches. the following committee chairmen to
make additional arrangements. GenFifteen Chosen
; eral committee, Lloyd W hiting; pro
Fifteen men will be chosen from grams, Nelda Talbert; invitations,
the squad to shoot each stage. The Irene M urphy; tickets, Sam G llluly;
same 15 men, however, do not have transportation, Ronald Miller; mu
to shoot all three stages. Only the sic, A1 P artoll; Incinerator, Skippy
ten highest scores for each stage Joyce; publicity, Leonard Schulz;
are counted and the aggregate food, Dutch Corbly.
score of the three stages is the
team score. The ten men making
PROFESSOR DAUGHTERS
the highest total scores and shoot
BACK FROM ROCHESTER
ing all three stages will be awarded
letters.
Professor Freeman Daughters is
Last year Montana placed fifth in to return' to Missoula today, after
the Ninth Corps Area match. Cap a confinement a t the Mayo hospital
tain Caulkins is working hard to in Rochester, Minn., which he
get the men in trim to places higher entered before Christmas. The
this year and according to his word of his return was received by
statement they have a good chance W. E. Haddock, head of the Educa
to win. To make the outlook tion departmeht. In the letter to
brighter, eight of the fifteen men Mr. Maddock, Professor Daughters
who shot last year are competing stated that he was greatly im
this year and many frosh are doing proved, and was feeling fine.
even better work.

Monday evening a t 8 o'clock the
freshman debate team representing
the University will meet the fresh
man team from Bozeman at the
Little Theater. The negative side
of the question, “Resolved: that
there should be a substitute for the
present jury system," will be up
held by the Grizzly team while the
Aggie men will speak for the a f
firmative.

Joe Markoff, who is from Spo
kane, Wash., represented Lewis and
Clark high school in debate when
he attended th at school.

Sydney University to Be
Represented by Honor
Students.

Audience to Judge
Australian Debate
Special ballots are being print
ed for the Australian debate.
Each individual of the audience
will have the opportunity to
voice his opinion on bis ballot
after he has heard the question
discussed from both angles.
Montana will uphold the affirm 
ative of the question, resolved:
that this house is opposed to
nationalism. The decision will
be determined by the popular
vote which will be based upon
the personal opinion of the indi
viduals of the audience.

II. G. Godmill, W. S. Sheldon, and
N. C. L. Nelson are the three repre
Eugene Sunderlin is well-known sentatives of the University of Syd
to Missoula debate fans as a mem ney, of Sydney, Australia, who will
ber of the Missoula high school de meet the University debate team in
Hugh Lindsey in referring to
bate team which was runner-up for the high school auditorium January the subject of nationalism said
While one team from each school
first place In the state contest of 24.
that
the term is used in refer
debates here another debate will be
1928.
Godsall, manager of the team, Is ence to international relations
held in Bozeman. In the contest
rather
than as opposed to states
Edward Dussault, also of Mis a brother of Dr. J. K. Godsall, one
there the Montana team will defend
the affirm ative side of the same soula, debated two years for Loyola of the Sydney representatives who as it has been misinterpreted by
The prizes will be the same as in question and the Bobcat men will high school and last year was the debated the Montana team here in some who have been discussing
1926. Godsall and Nelson are re- j the question on th e campus.
previous years, namely $5,000 in talk for the negative.
The class in public discussion
test.
cent graduates of the University of
cash, divided among the seven na
Men who will represent Montana
These men have been working for Sydney. Sheldon has not yet com and debate of the English depart
tional finalists in the following in these contests have been chosen
ment
has formed a debate team
am ounts: F irst place, $1500; second, from the freshman debate squad of three months under the direction of pleted bis college course.
upholding the negative of the
$1,000; third, $750; fourth, $550; eight men wl)lch was picked in No Ernest Lake and, according to him,
“The men are fam iliar with the
question
and they plan to offer
fifth, $450; sixth, $400 and seventh, vember. At this time Richard “students may feel confident that | American style of debate, having
the varsity team some practical
$350. The national finals will be Karnes, Alexis Anderson and Joe they are well represented in this met the Bates college around-theopposition in preparation for the
held in Los Angeles on June 20.
world-team in two debates last
Mackoff will go to Bozeman and match."
Australians.
Both debates will be non-decis July. For the reason that the vis
Eugene Sunderlin and Edward
College Students Eligible.
itors
will
come
prepared
on
one
of
Dussault will speak for the Uni ion matches followed by open forum
Any bona fide undergraduate stu
versity a t home.
discussions. No admission will be nine questions, they will hardly be
dent in any university or college in
charged and “it is hoped that the able to work up as substantial a
Worked Hard.
the United States is eligible. The
case as will our team which will
Richard Karnes of Libby, Mont.. debate here will be well attended,
orations, which must not require
and th at the freshman class will concentrate on one proposition, but
more than ten minutes for delivery, spoke on the Libby high school de
support its own team heartily," said it is certain th at the Sydney men
must be on one of the following bating team In the final contest for
| will be keen, courteous, and inter
subjects: The Constitution,. Wash state championship of 1927. This the coach.
The Bozemau team will arrive esting debaters," was the statement
ington and the Constitution, Ham match was held in Missoula during
here Monday and will be entertain- j of T. E. Thompson of Ohio State
ilton and the Constitution, Jeffer the Interscholastic track meet.
University who Is serving as Ameri
Alexis Anderson of White Sul ed a t the Sigma Nu fraternity house j
son and the Constitution, Marshall
can manager for the Australian
and the Constitution, Franklin and phur Springs has won first place {during its stay here.
team.
the Constitution, Madison and the
Legislators Are Consider
Biographies.
Constitution, Webster and the Con
H. G. Godsall, leader of the team
ing Plans for Control
stitution, and Lincoln and the Con
In the first debate, was born at
stitution.
ling Traffic.
Toowoomba,
Q.,
in
1903,
and
entered
The nation is divided into seven
the University in 1922 from St.
regions for the purposes of the con
Montana's legislators are now
Ignatius College, IUverview, where
test. The colleges in each region
he was captain of the debate team considering the problem of the
compete aiqong themselves, gener
Treasure
State's so-called narcotic
ally by states, to determine the fin Synopses Most Be in by January 25, Magazines Under New Ruling; Can, in the G. P. S. competition. He has
Burns Announces.
been a member of the Union debates production, and there appears to be
Not Replace Issues.
alists for each region. The region
committee for the past five years. considerable concern about the ef
finalists compete late in May to
Tryouts for Varsity Vodvil acts
In 1926 and 1927 he represented the fects being produced by the comely
determine the one speaker from
A new rule restricting the use of Union in the inter-varsity debates I plant known pharmaceutically as
will be February 16, Doug Burns,
each region who is to have a plate
manager, has announced. Previous periodical material except in the hs leader. For two years he was “cannibos indica", and dubbed
in the national finals. A place in
reading room of the library has editor of “Blackacre," the magazine “Montana opium", which grows
the national finals automatically ly the tryouts have been held some
gone into effect, according to Miss of the 8. U. Law society, and has wild interspersely throughout the
carries with it an aw ard ranging where downtown, but this year they
Gertrude
Buckhous, head librarian. contributed to “Hermes" and other state. Legislation was enacted two
from $350 to $1500, according to the will be a t the Little theater. This
years ago regulating the culture,
“Because of the difficulty of ob university magazines. In 1925 he
ratings given the different national will make it more convenient for
actors, and will eliminate the ne taining old periodicals more care graduated as Bachelor of Arts, and possession, use or sale of the plant,
finalists.
but its traffic has become so thriv
cessity of hauling properties any must be exercised in the handling
(Continued on page three)
ing that more strict regulation must
Entries By March 15.
great distance.
of the ones owned by the Library,"
I
be
brought about.
Colleges may be enrolled in the
After a
The possibility of there being any Miss Buckhous stated.
Inform ation/’
contest by action of either a college duplication of acts, which has hap periodical is two months old It is
official or a student. E ntries close pened several times in past' years, hard to obtain a copy and if older
Dean Mollett, of the Pharmacy
school, gives the following infor
March 15. The spokesman for each will be done away with, B urns says. than th at It is almost impossible to
mation about “eannibus indica":
college must be designated by April Synopses of acts must be turned In replace. Through restricting the use
15. Regional semi-finals will be by four o'clock the afternoon of of the periodicals to the reading
“I t is one of the official drugs
held April 27.
used for many years to produce
January 25. At this time a meet room except In special cases, those
Washington, Jan. 15—-The Na
tional Intercollegiate Oratorical
Contest on the Constitution, which
has been conducted for the past
four years by the Better America!
Federation of California, will be
continued this year, according to an
announcement today a t contest
headquarters, 1217 National Press
Building, Washington.

m i l HIE SET FOB

Will Not Have Conference
Competition Yet; Awards
Also Are Planned.
By the passage of the minor
sports program through Central
Board last Tuesday, the plan ad
vanced by Coach Jim Stewart sev
eral months ago has become a re
ality on the Montana campus'. The
plan will enable students to enter
Pacific Coast conference competi
tion in tennis, golf, boxing, wrest
ling, swimming and riflery.
The question of offering letters
and numerals in the minor sports,
however, was laid on the table until
a financing plan shall be devised. I t
was further decided that the pres
ent financial status of the Univer
sity could not permit incurring the
expense of sending champions in the
various sports to conference tourna
ments but the expense would have
to be handled by the individual.
This arrangem ent is tentative.
Many May Take P art.
The addition of these sports to
intercollegiate competition would
enable a fa r greater percentage of
the student body to participate in
athletics.
I f the plan is completely carried
out the sports will be divided so as
to have the greatest number of stu
dents engaging in athletic games
over the longest possible period.
The boxing, wrestling, riflery and
swimming would come during the
winter months, while golf and
tennis, being outdoor sports, would
be held during the fall and spring
terms, and competition with other
Institutions in the late spring.
System of Awards.
A system of aw ards will be
worked out to be presented to those
representing Montana in these
sports. I t is probable th at a “min
or letter," a monogram slightly
smaller than those awarded for
m ajor sports, will be given.
Elimination Contests.

Each school will hold elimination
tournaments and send the local
champion to the coast meets if a
finance plan is worked o u t The
championship meets will be held a t
each school in turn. The selecting
of representatives will be conducted
much along the lines of the “M"
club tournaments which are held
Organized Cheering Section Under | sleep and to allay pain, but was not each winter a t the University.
under the control of the Harrison
Consideration.
In the advent of these minor
act, a national narcotics law.
sports into the Pacific Coast con
Plans for entertainm ent between Liquid preparations are still used
ference,
baseball was necessarily
the halves of the Montana-Idaho in a few medicines to allay pain,
dropped a t the meeting of coaches
game tonight are being made by but it is rarely sold by Montana
in
Seattle
last A ugust Other rea
druggists in the crude form. There
Nelson Frits, yell king.
are many better medicines for the sons advanced in dropping base
The Forestry club quartet, com
allaying of pain, which are taking ball as an intercollegiate sport are
posed of Waldo Wetterling, Fred
the place of eannibus and other finances and lack of interest on the
Staat, Howard Dlx and Royale
narcotics which produce habits. It part of the students. This lack of
Pierson, will sing several numbers
it generally said to be an intoxicant interest was m anifest throughout
between halves. This is the only
used in confections or tobacco, pro the conference. A t a game last sea
entertainm ent planned for tonight,
ducing afte r about an hour a state son which was to determine the
but there is a possibility th at more
of partial inebriety and confusion, championship of the eastern division
elaborate acts may be put on in the
with happy and humorous tend and which was played between tra
future.
encies, its effects being modified ditional rivals scarcely more than
The feasibility of conducting an largly by individual dispositions. It fifty students were present Games
organized cheering section this is not usually fatal in large doses." played on our own diamond are
quarter is being considered b y ;
attended by a sparse handful of
“Indian Hemp."
F ritz. So far, a t games, the stu
students and a sprinkling of towns
“Cannibus Indica" is known in
dent bleachers have been too crowd
people of the old school who can
the state under various names, one
ed to permit room for an organized
of which, “Indian hemp," is sug not countenance the idea that base
section and there is not much
ball is being usurped as the na
gestive of Its chief consumers, who,
chance of the idea being revived,
tional sport.
(Continued on page three) *
although it was successful last year.

FORESTERS’ QUARTET TO
WARBLE AT IDAHO GAME

The national finalists of 1928 ing of all act managers will be h eld ! in charge hope to be able to keep the
were: Carl Albert, University of in Main hall auditorium, and if available material as complete as
Oklahoma, winner of first place; there should happen to be a dupli it now is.
Herbert Wenig, Stanford Univer cation of acts, the synopsis which
sity, winner of second place; Allan was banded in first will be given
Frew, Davidson College, North Car preference.
olina, winner of third place; Lee I B urns announced his staff for
F. Lybarger, Jr., Bucknell Univer Vodvil yesterday as follows: assis
sity, winner of fourth place; Wil tan t Managers, Elmer Hughes,
liam T. Conley, Loyola University, Esther Brown and W alter Taylor:
Chicago, winner of fifth place • publicity, Charles Alderson; stage
Philip H. Glatfelter, Princeton Uni manager, Robert Jelley.
versity, winner of sixth place, and
Columbia Professor Reviews the
Paul V. Eeyser, Jr., Massachusetts
Trial Marriage Situation.
Institute of Technology, winner of

RUSSIA TERMED SOCIAL
LABRITORT OF WORLD

seventh place.

N. P. Announces Rates
To Washington, D. C.

' The championship of 1027 was
won by H. J . Oberholzer, North
Carolina State Agricultural College; A Fare and Half for Round Trip
From All Points in Montana.
that of 1926 was won by Charles T.
Murphy of Fordham University,
and th at of 1925 by B. Wright
For the presidential inauguration
a t Washington, March 4, the North
Bakke, Northwestern University.
ern Pacific railway will provide an
open rate of a fare and half for
the round trip from all points on
its lines In Montana, according to
B. B. Nelson, passenger traffic man
ager. Tickets will be sold Febru
, Princeton, N. J., Jan. 17;— (By dress. The young iconoclasts are ary 26 to 28, Inclusive, with final
Intercollegiate Press and Daily busily engaged in writing editorials return lim it to reach original start
ing point not later than midnight
Princetonian) — “America indeed in the college journals expressing
bland doubts about much th at has March 10.
Will Be of Aid to Students and seems to be acquiring a sophistica been heretofore regarded as academ
Latin Teachers.
tion born of vicarious or imaginary
ically sacred and holy. Faculties
suffering, and our youthful intelli
are placed on the defensive, and
Professor W. P. Clark, of the gentsia have adopted an active startled professors are dilllgently
Foreign Language department, has cynicism."
explaining the purposes and aims of
So says Lynn Carrick, '20, in an the colleges as they see them, not
compiled a Latin-Engllsh word list
as a companion piece for his work, article on “Sophistication on the without some disagreement among
Interest in the new “Open Shelf*
Campus," the leading article in a themselves."
“Fundamentals in Latin."
a t the library has been evidenced by
recent issue of the Alumni Weekly.
the
number of students making use
The author sees the university
The word list is arranged in three
The author sees the manifesta book stores as the barometer of the of i t ; by inquiries concerning it, and
parallel columns, containing Latin
roots in the first column, simple tions in the changes In students' new undergraduate spirit, pointing by use of the books upon it in the
definitions of the Latin in the sec clothing within the last decade. The out th at “At Princeton University reading room, according to Mrs.
ond column, and the English deriva radlcaly different clothing of today store, the book sales have now more Jeanette Wayne, assistant librarian.
Instead of a three day period as
tives from the Latin roots and has would have evoked “catcalls and than tripled since the war, although
suggested English translations for abusive whistling, and much lean the student enrollment has been was first planned the books may
ing out of dormitory windows" on augmented by only about 25 per now be kept out for five days.
them.
the campus of an earlier day. I n ! c e n t”
About 75 books are available at
The list can be used to advantage the college man’s room, “a row of
Stating th at the “high-brow" present and more will be added from
by students and teachers of Latin steins and a class banner have given
movement is not restricted to a time to time as the demand indicates
and also by English students who place to a less ascetic conception
group, he tells of a husky Hanover the need for changes. So far, stu
are acquainted with Latin.
of interior decorating."
athlete whom he discovered “dis dent interest in the project has been
Professor Clark has soma copies
nowever, Carrick adds th a t “this cussing Marcel Proust with a book greater than th at shown by faculty
on hand for free distribution.
sophistication is not confined to clerk."
members.

W. P. CLARK COMPLETES
LATIHNOLISH LIST

two years in the stnte extemporan
eous speaking and placed in the
state declamation contest.

VOLUME XXVIII, NO, 26.

Youthful Intelligentsia Have Adopted
Active Cynicism, Says Princeton Grad

Students Use Books
Loaned by Faculty

New York, Jan. 17.— ( I P ) —1T rial
m arriages in Soviet Russia were
described as a “tremendous experi
ment In human social science," by
Dr. William P. Montague, profes
sor of philosophy a t Columbia uni
versity, who recently returned from
a world tour.
“Modern Russia," he declared, “Is
a social laboratory for the world.
We can learn more of the practic
ability of social theories from
watching how they work out there
than from studying all the philos
ophers from Plato to the present.

Canadian Professor Utilizes Flares to
Lessen Iceberg Menace in St. Lawrence

“AS YOU LIKE ITA CLUB
H IS PROF. PHILLIPS

Some eight or ten vivid flares
were fired some 250 feet into the
First Settlers and Early Posts Sub
air around 5:30 o'clock recently,
ject of Lecture.
when Dr, Barnes' yacht had reached
a dark area In the harbor.
“The Settlement of Montana Be
I t was explained th at flares fore the Discovery of Gold" was the
could be fired ahead of a steamer subject of u talk given by Professor
and anything in its track would be Paul O. Phillips of the History de
illuminated, not by direct light but partm ent before the members of the
by means of the silhouette.
As You Like I t club a t the regular
Those fired from a pistol rose meeting of th at organization Tues
250 feet, when a parachute opened day afternoon.
The meeting was
and allowed the flare to fall slowly held a t the home of Mrs. Gus Peter
“Under the Soviet regime the stoppages in fog within the iceberg towards the water, the while shed son.
ding a brilliant lig h t
children born out of wedlock have zone.
F irst settlers were discussed by
These had a candle power of 50,* Professor Phillips, among them
same rights of support and inheri
Professor Howard T. Barnes, of
tance from the father as the chil McGill university, an authority on 000 and the same flares could be David Thompson, Finan MacDon
dren of legally m arried parents and ice and its formations, will soon fired a distance of a mile or a mile ald, Jam es McMillan, Angus Mc
the legal wife has hardly any more embark on a new scientific adven and a half, thereby giving on effec Donald, Major John Owen, and
claim on her huBband for support ture to Newfoundland, Labrador tive silhouette of anything that Caaleb Irvine. Mr. Phillips also
than the unmarried companion. p i -1 and Greeland, utilizing flare-pro m ight lie between them and the described the early posts in this
vorcc Is a t the will of either party jection to solve his problem, and ship.
territory, touching upon tho Sellsh
and alimony lasts for six months make of the S t Lawrence a more
These lights could be seen for a House, Fort Owen and other smaller
only.”
efficient water route.
posts.
distance of ten miles.

Montreal, Jon. 17.— (I P )—Con-1
“In Russia’s tremendous feminist
experiment, marriage without eco quest of the Iceberg menace, long
nomic subsidies, which means the the concorn of steamships in the
Institution of marriage on its spir
north Atlantic, has been approached
itual m erits quite ap a rt from eco
nomic advantages, is to be tried out by scientific research, a product of
for the first time. There have al which is a system o f flares that
ways been two great distinctions be have been demonstrated in the har
tween the legal wife and the p art bor of Montreal.
ner in a free union. The legal wife
Although dangers of striking
has been entitled to support, first I these floating islands of ice have
for herself, and second for her chil been considerably minimized, ves
dren.
sels still encounter delay through
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game injured—not even when the game
was definitely lost.
There was more in that game than a
score board.
There was the real Montana fight.
And the real Montana spirit.
And they are what count.
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Homer Parsons Adds $5
For Student.

Subscription price <2.80 per year
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Montana Fight.
IGHT, fight, fight—clean, hard fight
that never wavered or paused to hope
for breaks from first whistle to final
gun—it was Montana fight that forced one
of the best basketball teams in the country
to trail the Grizzlies for thirty long min
utes.
Fight, and a team that had found itself
and in finding itself reached an unusual
height—and fought an inspiring fight—a
team that any student body would have
been proud of.
And the student body was proud of it.'
And, too, the student body was worthy of
that team.
A sportsmanlike student body that never
razzed the opponent—even though it was
the traditional one—a student body that
acted gentlemanly in the bleachers and
whose frank admiration for the opposing
team was superseded only by its pride for
its own.
The fight never faltered oil the part of
the team—not even when the man who was
greatly responsible for the breaking up of
the Bobcat offensive was taken out of the

F

F

RATERNITIES, both honorary and
social, have in recent years endured
a deal of criticism; some of which
was deserved, and other of which was not.
But—whether the censure was justified
or not—it has proved at least that frater
nities must act to insure the confidence,
and increase the respect toward themselves
of all interested in education.
That job, in all its implications, is some
job.
But there is one phase of fraternal or
ganizations which could be easily correct
ed, and which would, if corrected, reflect
credit upon those organizations—especial
ly would this be true on our own campus.
Much time and energy is wasted during
“ hell week.” No one will deny that. And
there is neither excuse nor reason why
that time and energy should be wasted. It
is, however, only in a few schools that
“ hell week” persists. The University of
Montana is one of them.
Most eastern colleges have abolished the
practice and substituted more dignified
forms of initiation.
And that is wliy representatives of na
tional fraternities, when visiting the cam
pus last year stated that our university,
speaking of “ hell week,” was quite a few
years behind the collegiate times.
There are some-fraternity men on the
campus who a^e trying to correct that de
fect.
Whether “ hell week” is altered or not,
is entirely the business of the fraternities
themselves.
But one thing is certain—never were fra
ternities more in need of dignified conduct
that would help them maintain their own
respect, and secure respect from others
than they are today.

’Cross the table
There she sat—
Cute little nose—
Neatest hat!
Eyes, SO blue!
Brownish hair—
Red, rosy cheeks—
Complexion fair.
She smiled at me—
I, at her—
Heart beat fast —
Ninety per!
She’s just the kind
(Rarest pearl!)
I ’d like to date —
Lovely g irl!
She opens her purse—■!
I cannot date ’er,
She smokes CUBEB!
Oh, how I hate ’e r !—H. L. G.
THE SEEK OF THE UNKNOWN COLOR
Or How Gregarious F. Soogen, Fairchild Van Busk, and
Tolaf Torgen (collectively) W ent Mad.

“ My wife,” laughed Tolaf Torgen (he always laughed, sar
castically, as he called her that), “ My wife (see below), was
once nice to me, Gentlemen. Then the Goya sisters came along,
and there was the matter of the stockings.” Tolaf Torgen
laughed again. This time piteously, then laughingly, then entrio, as the French too cleverly put it, with the other two mem
bers of The Little Pinkey Detective Bureau. “ We Never
Sleep.”— (Adv.)

Parsons. Poetry. Prizes! But
•‘Parsons” refers to Homer Parsons,
graduate of the English departm ent
of the State University in 1920. His
poetry has been winning prizes for
some time now In the “Wits Weekly
Column” of the “Saturday Review
of Literature”. And because of a
warm spot he has for his old Alma
Mater, Parsons is offering to any
Montana student who may win a
prize in these weekly contests an
extra $5 of his own hard-earned
“lucre.”
Homer Parsons lived with his
wife, Irene, and tiny daughter “tbte
Weed” during his four years at
Montana, in one of the small houses
a t the foot of Mt. Sentinel on the
Prescott ranch. And while he was
here he contributed choice bits to
the Montanan, now known as the
Frontier, the Oracle, and book re
view colum ns; was a linotype oper
ator on the Missoulian, going to
classes between times. H e is now
a linotype operator on the San Bernadino Sun, San Bernadino, Cali
fornia, we might say, between times.
W itty Poetry.
Parson’s poetry is witty, halfserious, yet barbed with goodnatured humor, and he probably has
the largest amount of contributions
to his credit in the “W its Weekly
Column” of any one author.
Ilis last prize-winuing poem,
“The Senator’s P atter Song,” won
the $15 prize in the November 10
issue of the Saturday Review of
Literature. I t was w ritten to fit
the P atter Song from the “P irates
of Finance” by Gilbert and Sulli
van :
Senator’s P atter Song.
Senator.
I am the very pattern of a Senator
American,
I keep in better touch with France
than even Mr. H errick c a n ;
I keep the public misinformed on
things they ought to know about,
And figures th a t meaningless I scat
ter as I go ab o u t;
I wave the flag and tell them I am
highly patriotical;
At charging gin-er-windmills, I am
chivalrous, quixotical.
I’m strong for prohibition, and dead
sot agin the whiskey-ring—
ring—
(Bothered for next rhym e)—Whisk
ey-ring—whiskey-ring (struck
with an idea)
M.v secretary always keeps the
cellar key on his keyring.
(Joyously) My secretary always
keeps the cellar key on his key
ring.
All—His secretary always, etc.
Sen.—And while on tariff, A to Z,
my thoughts are strictly rational,
I know my onions better when af
fa irs are international.
In fact I keep in better touch with
France than Mr. H errick can,
I am the very model of a senator
American.
All—In fact he keeps, etc.
He is the very, etc.
Sen.—I ’m in the “know” on Mexico,
and politics Peruvian;
My knowledge is so up-to-date it’s
nearly post-diluvian;
I ’ve learned to pose for movie men
in postures piscatorial,
And weep the proper tears upon a
monument m em orial;
I osculate the babies till my stom
ach turns a somerset
( I f I could choose I ’d pick an older,
prettier and dumber set!)
I heave no bricks a t public men—
my works are agricultural—
(Bothered for next rhym e(—Agri
c u ltu ra l-c u ltu ra l (struck with an
idea)
I wouldn’t slam your Herbert, and
I wouldn’t catapult your Al.
(Joyously) I wouldn’t slam, etc.
All—He wouldn’t slam, etc.
Sen.—I have no bricks (or very
f e w ); instead I strike an atitude,
And on our farm relief I mouth a
very pretty platitude.

You see, I can employ more IT than
Tom, Dick or H arry Can!
SM O KE
I am the very model of a Senator
A m erican!
If You Must, but You
All—You see, he can employ, etc.
Must Freeze.
He is the very model, etc.
Sen.—In fact, as soon as I can
learn to legislate the proper laws,
Eds (perhaps co-eds) who de
And leave to science all the anti sire to walk a mile, fulfill that crav
bedbug and grasshopper laws,
ing for sweets or be satisfied or
And know a few more things than etc., will find little solace between
beer, and how to brew and cap halves of basketball games from
it tight—
now on, It seems.
(F or instance, how to regulate a
For the athletic staff in the men’s
normal appetite!) ;
gymnasium has decreed that there
And when upon my salary I’ve will be no smoking in the building.
taught myself to lodge in ease,
Those who have acquired the habit
And found beneath my hat the fel m ust face a Hell Gate breeze if they
lows sought by Diogenes,
will snatch a few puffs ’tween
And when a t pork in barrels I no times.
longer cast my ogle eyes—
“We found the space back of the
(Bothered for next rhyme) Ogle bleachers in the basketball court as
eyes—ogle eyes— (struck with an well as the hall littered with cigar
idea)
ette stubs, many in ideal places to
You’ll say no finer senatorial heart s ta rt a fire,” said W. E. Schreiber,
beneath a toga lies.
head of the athletic department.
(Joyously) You’ll say no finer, etc. “We may have a separate room for
All—You’ll say no finer, etc.
smokers, but th a t Is not decided
Sen.—For though I know so little of y e t ”
affairs th a t are significant,
Pete Campus, well-known colleg
I’m very good a t bluffing th at I ian', when interviewed on the subsavvy, even if I can’t ;
j ject, revealed a trace of Caledonian
I still can throw the bull as well as ancestry. “I t ’ll be harder to find a
any modern dairy can.
guy to bum ’em from when we’re
I am the very model of a Senator out in the dark,” Mr. Campus an
American.
nounced with a satisfied smile.
All—He still can throw, etc.
He is the very model, etc.
A SENSIBLE
(E nter P irates of Finance—T ab
CLASSIFICATION.
leau.)—Homer M. Parsons.
Persons from all over the country
Columbia College, recognizing
are eligible for these prizes, and further the theory of individual
humorous or serious verse is ac differences, has altered its cur
ceptable.
riculum so that students are

grouped in three classes relative
to the quality of their Work.—
Masquers Elect
8. C. Daily Trojan.
13 New Members
Read Kaimin advertisements.
Masquers elected thirteen new
members Wednesday night. They!
were Rhea Traver, Harold Gunn,
Harold Fitzgerald, Claire Francis
Linforth, Lydia Maury, Irene
Murphy, P hil Duncan, Jan e Cation,
Franklin Long, Elizabeth McKenzie,
D. C. Skeels, M arian H all and Al
bert Erickson.
Masquers is an honorary dram 
atic club. Membership requirement
is good work on three m ajor pro
ductions. Its object is to give to
the students and to the people of
Missoula excellent entertainm ent
they would not otherwise have.
Masquers have been a very active
group.

elect. The only difference is we the politician.” He must throw
do not have 65,000 persons look aside any Aristotelian nonsense
ing down upon us from the about material goods as means
bleachers, radio announcers are for the Good Life and must ac
FRUITS OF COLLEGE.
not telling our brain-storms to cept Babbitt’s philosophy of
Four seniors graduating from the world, and folks that play money-making as an end in it
Cornell in June, 1928, evaluate, the fool are so common in busi self. He will, with Mr. Dooley,
anonymously, in the Cornell ness and morals that they cease look with scorn upon the “ pa
Sun, their four years as under to be news and cannot get space. thetic /Spectacle” of those who
Multitudes have chosen wrong “ seek a job and nothing more;
graduates in the College of Arts
goals in vocations. Blacksmiths it matters not to them what kind
and Sciences.
are
daubing canvases, senators of a job it is, so long as it does
“ Books!
What loathsome
things! Books are the invention are cutting hair, farmers are not require many hours and pro
of the devil and of the college pounding Bibles, carpenters are vides a reasonable income.”—
professor. Books have taught sawing off legs and remodeling New Student.
me little and it is from human livers.
COLLEGE HUMOR.
Galileo’s parents were heart
contact that I ’ve found the joy
DICK YARROW (TH E DASTARD) AND THE GOYA SISTERS.
broken because he insisted on be
in these past four years.
ing
a
scientist
instead
of
a
doc
College Humor is no longer to
“ Inspiration, sympathy, un
These other two members were Gregarious P. Soogan and
be
the
leader
and
dictator
of
tor.
If
he
had
raced
toward
the
derstanding, and succor were
Fairchild Van Buck. As all ended their “ en-trio” with Sweet
never confined within my class pill posts, we might be without American collegiate wit, so far Adeline, they gave three rousing cheers for the Rollo Boys and
room walls. The best that I the telescope, the microscope as the Western Association of burst into tears and The Prisoner’s Song.
have found has been without and the pendulum. The father College Comics' is concerned.
“ Dick Yarrow, the ‘Y arb’ doctor, brought on the stocking
them and in the nature of a few of Handel thought more touch The editors and managers of
faculty friendships, but then it downs could be made by a law these publications, in convention trouble,” breathed Tolaf Torgen. “ He showed my wife stock
at
the
University
of
Washing
yer
than
by
a
musician.
How
ings for sale. Yellow stockings, red. stockings, pink stockings
was not the good professor’s
fault: it was my own ineptitude. ever, the touch of genius on the ton, voted recently to break their and indigo stockings, but my wife would spurn them all.”
• • * “ Crumbs of wisdom organ keys prevailed. Daniel contracts- which give College Tolaf Torgen breathed again.
“ He brought stockings of newest color,” breathed Tolaf
which fell from the munching of Defoe ran frantically' to all the Humor sole reprint rights.
‘‘ Our reason for breaking the again, “ Cobweb, and B urnt Orange, and lee Skate Red. Au
many academic crusts were eag goals in the field in his confu
erly devoured. Yet such food sion to find the right one. He contract,” said Albert Salis tumn, and Boorish Yellow, and Football Player’s Itch. News
for four years has made me no tried in turn to be a soldier, a bury, president of the associa paper Green, and Aged Buffalo-skin Pink. Umber, and Ultra
stouter mentally and has left me merchant,, a secretary, a factory tion, “ is that College Humor is violet, and Burnt Potato-Peel, and Elderly Maiden’s Blush.”
with an acute attack of intel manager, an accountant, an en painting a picture of flaming Tolaf Torgen breathed. “ All these he brought; that Dastardly
lectual indigestion. I know not voy. Then he wrote “ Robinson youth which is not real, and Dare-Devil, Devil-May-Care Dick Yarrow, all these and six hun
which gives the average reader dred and seventy-three others besides Fly-Paper Pink, and
what it is all about. If Cornell Crusoe.”
Most of us are making stren a false idea of college life.
Bergermen’s Folly.” Tolaf Torgen breathed (see illustration).
has done one thing, it has made
me realize how much in this uous efforts to reach some place
“ The magazine takes all of The other two members of the Little Pinkey Detective Agency
we
do
not
want
to
be—and
know
world lies beyond the common
the gin and sex jokes and plays huddled into a corner and listened to Tolaf Torgen intently.
not why. ’ Roy Riegels merely them as representative college When he breathed, one of them, either Gregarious P. Soogan,
touch.
“ Cornell has democratized, made an excusable blunder in a humor, with no mention of any or Fairchild Van Buck sneaked to the door and peered through
liberalized, individualized me, game; others of us run in circles other type.”— Wisconsin Alum the keyhole. Tolaf Torgen never peered. In fact he was known
as “ Peerless Tolaf Torgen.”
and permitted me to establish a or in the wrong direction all ni Magazine.
new philosophy of life, perhaps through life.— The Doily Cali
a philosophy more practical fornian.
THE RUSH OF
than that of many idealists, yet
COLLEGE LIFE.
ATHLETE AND CO-ED.
one which will adequately serve.
Forget the past, work hard now,
Co-eds are a liability, accord
To every living person a day
and prepare for the future is ing to Knute Roclcne, famous of twenty-four hours is given.
my philosophic trilogy.
Notre Dame coach, who attrib What man makes of it, is his
“ I came to Cornell for an ed utes his success to the fact that thankful gift to society and to
ucation; and I leave it still un there are no women at Notre the world. To college students
educated but perhaps more civil Dame. “ She takes a lot of the a full and complete schedule of
ized and more suited to meet the athlete’s time, either at the ex time is given, yet we think that
problems of life. I t has made pense of his studies, his playing, the days are not sufficiently
me critical hut not cynical. And or his sleep.”—Cornell Doily long. We seem unable to ac
as I near the end of the period Sun.
Bingham, Maine
complish all that we wish to
Jan. 31,1928
in which I have stored up sev
accomplish and begin to allow
When you’ve planned a trip for
enty thousand dollars’ worth of
AFTER GRADUATION.
some things to slide. For some
fishing,
future earning power I feel that
reason, the power of discrimin
And you’ve spent a lot of kale,
these four years have not been
B et the whole of your vacation
Emphasis in the college is ation is rather undernourished
in vain even though I cannot coming to be placed more and
On some advertiser’s tale
and weak. The heavy load slips
And you fish a lake of beauty
now estimate their true worth.” more on preparation of the stu to the ground first. We reason
GREGARIOUS P. SOOGAN, FAIRCHILD VAN BUCK, AND
Hidden in a land of dreams.
TOLAF
TORGEN.
dent for some little niche in the with ourselves and try to fool
Where the air is dean as sunshine
ROY REEGEL’S BLUNDER huge and intricate business
Haunted by songs of crystal streams.
ourselves into thinking that to
“ My wife,” laughed Tolaf (see above), “ only liked one of Comes the moment when you’re
EXCUSABLE WHEN
world. The little pamphlet re morrow we will have more time.
the stocking colors. That was known as ‘Including the Scan
casting
MULTITUDES CHOOSE
ceived by seniors at Columbia However, when once the burden
dinavian.’ This was one of the six hundred and seventy-three And a smasher hits your line,
THE WRONG GOAL
college the other, day is a sign slips to the ground into a posi
you play him like a gamester
others. The Goya sisters were responsible, not being Scandin Then
With the battle going fine,
of the times. It bears the im tion of rest, it becomes much
The humor, or the tragedy, of print of the university and is heavier and more difficult to avian, and they bought all the available copies of thkt stock Till a snag, a yank, ana silence
And the line is hanging slack,
Roy Riegels’ terrific race to the apparently sent out for tfie pur lift. Each day seems so full and ing.” Tolaf Torgen breathed. Gregarious P. Soogen and Fair- While
you grit your teeth and whistle
wrong goal in the New Year’s pose of preparing the students tomorrow, not far away. I t is chield Van Buck reeled. Fairchild Van Buck peered, but not And reel the fishline back.
game is that it is likely to stick for their place in the business such a little thing to do—just Tolaf Torgen. No siree s ir !
Take th e pipe and fill with Edgeworth,
“ Now my wife (laughter) wants me to get her another pair Light her up and learn to grin
to him through life. Fred world. The title is ‘‘How to Get to cut class and allow that day’s
Mcrkle made his bonehead play and Keep a Job,” and the au work to pass by unprepared. of stockings of that color,” breathed Torgen, “ and I called in Then by gum you are elected
To the Club of Try Agin!
in baseball twenty years ago, thor is Mr. C. R. Dooley of the Nevertheless, the burden has the Little Pinkie Detective Agency, “ We Never Sleep” (Adv.)
A. R . M ., Jr.
and it is his only bid for notor Standard Oil Company of New been dropped, and instead of to help me with my difficulty. Unless we can match the color
iety to this day.
Jersey. The young man, Mr. making the day’s work lighter, that dastard Dick Yarrow will prosper in his malodorous and
However, most of us gallop Dooley says, must work hard, it is heavier. So keep up the nefarious plans.”
madly to the wrong goals in life, be docile, must possess “ a great courage and carry on. Then the
“ Oh, you make me mad,” said Gregarious. “ I ’m mad too,”
Extra High Grade
so there should be considerable deal of fighting ability” and burden will become lighter.— said Van Buck. Tolaf Torgen’s lip quivered. “ You!” he
sympathy for the Bear eaptain- “ some of the characteristics of Drove City Collegian.
quavered. He stamped his foot.—R. S.
Smoking Tobacco |
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Walton Goes
Poetic Now

E d g e w o rth

P E T E R PA N
SHOPPE
Paul’s Permanent
W avt $10
FINGER WAVING
WATER WAVING
MARCELLING
Call 4693 for Appointment
Hammond Bldg.

STO P!
Look at the Back of Your
Neck— Everybody Else Does.
Come in and Let Us Trim
Those Ragged Edges to Give
You That Well Groomed
Appearance.
SOUTH SIDE BARBER
SHOP
‘‘It Pays to Look Well”

HIGH SCHOOL
CANDY SHOP
More and Better
for
LESS

Missoula Cleaners
U Dyers
612 So. Higgins Ave.
Phone 3463

MISSOULA
CLUB
Have you tried our
tasty hamburgers
and beer?

T Y PE W R IT E R S
We rent all makes.
Special rates to University
Students.
Call phone 4492

Frank G. Swanberg
118 East Broadway

THE

BOBCATS DEFEAT FIGHTING
UNIVERSITY QUINTET, 54 TO 38
Fast Work in Final Ten
Minutes Gives Bob
cats Game.
Playing a game of offensive strat
egy in the second half, the Montana
State Bobcats were able to Qvercome
the substantial lead piled up by the
Grizzlies in the first period and
rout a 54-38 victory in the best
game staged so fa r this season in
the Men’s gymnasium last Tuesday
evening. The two traditional foes
played before capacity attendances
which filled even all standing
space in the gymnasium.
The much touted “wonder team"
failed completely during the first
half to demonstrate to any degree
ability in finding the hoop or un
usual adeptness of floor work.
“Oat" Thompson, star Bobcat hoop
artist, failed utterly to sink the
sphere missing three out of every
four tries. Ward, lanky pivot-man,
was also unable to find the basket.
Grizzlies Guard.
However, the Bobcat forwards
were handicapped and a t times
completely bewildered by the ironbound guarding of the Grizzlies,
who were trailing and checking
their men in championship style
from the opening whistle to the end
of the first half. “Bus" Graham,
M ontana's lanky guard, who ably
replaced “Feet” Lewis, played a sen
sational game by his veteran style
of guarding and his accurate pass
ing. Several Bobcat passes and
possible rebound
scores were
thwarted by Graham’s superior
playing. I t was only after Gra
ham’s retirem ent late in the last
half, due to an injured ankle
which kept him out of varsity com
petition all last season, th a t Mon
tana State was able to do any ef
fective scoring.
Thompson Stars.
“Cat” Thompson, flashy Bobcat
forward, piled up a row of baskets
in the second half th a t easily gave
him individual honors for the eve
ning’s scoring with a total of 23
points. He looped in eleven field
goal? and converted four fouls. Ed
die Chinske carried off the Grizzly
honors by looping in four field
goals and five foul goals for a to
tal of 13 points. Rule found access
to the basket and pushed Chinske
for honors by sinking five field
goals.
The Grizzly contingent played a
remarkable game throughout the
evening with a smoothness of floor
work th a t brought cheers from the
crowd.
Through the GrahamWendt guarding combination and
the accurate shooting of Chinske,
Rholffs and Rule, the Grizzlies
were able to retain the lead started
by Chinske in the opening fray
through the firs t half.

ington who added three more field
goals before the game ended.
The final gun found both teams
in a wild scramble in the center of
the court; a score of 54-38; Mon
tana State two points ahead of its
last year’s score and Montana Uni
versity with one point less.
Lineup—
Montana U.
Montana State
Thompson
C h in sk e....... ...............
Forward.
R o h iffs ......................
McFarland
Forward.
Rule
_____ __ _ F. Ward
Center.
Wendt __
Browning
Guard.
G ra h a m ................................. Breeden
Guard.
Substitutes: Montana U—Rankin
and Lyons. Montana State—0.
W ard and Worthington.
Individual scoring: MontanaU—
Chinske, 13; Rohiffs, 4; Rule, 10;
Wendt, 6 ; Rankin, 5. Moontana
State—Thompson, 22; McFarland,
; F. Ward, 10; Breeden, 7 ; 0.
Ward, 4; Worthington, 6.

E.1LLETT TELLS
OF'1
(Continued from page one)
along with the Mexicans, find the
joy-giving qualities of the plant
almost indispensable. In Yellow
stone county it is said to be in de
mand by Mexicans employed in the
sugar beet fields. I t is thought, al
so, that quantities of it are being
smuggled into Butte.
This drug, as commonly secured,
is almost entirely contraband. In
its crude form, as gathered by the
Mexicans and the Indians, i t is
rargly sold by druggists of Mon
tana. Originally, the Indians used
to put a little of the plant in their
kinnikinnick to give it snap when
they smoked, and it is still used
almost entirely in the crude form,
and is smuggled to the cities.

Declined in Use.
Dean Mollett said, “This drug
has rapidly declined in use during
the past decade, and there is no
reason, in my judgment, why the
sale and use should not be strictly
prohibited, since there are now bet
ter medicines to take its place.”
Dean Mollett has identified sev
eral specimens in the last two years,
getting them from southern and
eastern Montana. The plant has
been cultivated in the medicinal
plant garden of the pharmacy school
here, for experimental purposes,
and- has reached a growth of seven
or eight feet in height. Eastern
pharmacists were incredulous con
cerning the growth of the plant
here, it formerly being thought that
Exceptional Game.
India was the only place where it
Rule played an exceptional game would live. B ut the phenomenal
a t center, outjumping a t time the growth of the plant here was due
six and one-half feet Bobcat and to careful cultivation.
looping the basket almost a t wilL
An American species of cannibus
Chinske was the outstanding Grizzly is found growing along railroads
factor in point gaining by his varied from New York to Texas and into
assortm ent of shots which he hurled Mexico, as well as the India vari
through the hoop from almost every ety, which has been introduced into
angle of the c o u rt I t was the this country. Its narcotic qualities
fighting play of tne Grizzlies that were first discovered when it was
enabled them to hold the “wonder found growing about the trashier
team” during the firs t half and suburbs of New York City.
outpoint them a t the end, 23 to 16.
F irst Half.
The firs t half opened amid the
strains of “Up W ith Montana,” and
the rousing cheers and shrill yells
of an enthusiastic crowd. Eddie
Chinske started the scoring by loop
ing in a long shot from the side.
Then followed a scramble, rush, and Schedule of C hurch Games Is An
nounced for Week.
a race from one end of the court to
the other with m any tries for points
by both teams. After stepping ahead
H arry Adams has announced the
of a 4—4 tie shortly after the open schedule for the inter-Church bask
ing whistle the Grizzlies started etball tournament. Five teams have
looping in the sphere while the entered and the first games will be
Bobcats staled on their guarding played Tuesday, January 22, a t 7 :30.
and shooting.
The teams th a t have entered are
Both teams came back the second Episcopal, Disciple, Methodists, Conhalf fighting to win, with Montana gregationalists, and Baptists. The
fighting hard to sustain her lead tournament will be a round-robin
and the State College working with type. Each team will play each
a smoothness and flo o r. strategy other team making four games for
th at finally
outdistanced
the all teams.
Grizzlies.
The “wonder team”
The schedule for next week i s :
played in the fashion th a t has tru th 
Tuesday, Episcopal vs. Disciple;
fully won for them a name th at Methodists vs. Congregationalists.
every Montana citizen is proud of.
Thursday, B aptists vs. Episcopal;
Every man demonstrated th a t h e , Disciple vs. Congregationalists.
was well schooled in basketball
The other games will be played
strategy, and a t times their passing January 29, 30, and 31. H arry Ad
was little less than sensational. On ams will referee all games.
several occasions the ball was not
passed to the player but went sail
ing through the air to some open MOUNTAINEER H IK E SUNDAY.
space in the court. A Bobcat was
Members of the M ountaineer club
always there to grasp i t out of the
will hike up Deep creek Sunday.
a ir and keep it going.
The outing will consist of hiking
Second Half.
five miles up Deep creek and
Gathering a momentum in the climbing Diamond Head, a small
second half th a t could not be peak a t the head of the creek. Stu
checked by the Grizzlies after the dents who are interested in the
loss of Graham, the fa st traveling hike are asked to call up H arriet
Bobcats led the Grizzly score. “Cat” Linn.
Thompson found his stride late in
the period to register a t will and
Fourteen types of paddles are on
from almost any angle of the court sale a t the M assachusetts Institute
After gaining a substantial lead of Technology, much to the dismay
Thompson was relieved by Worth of the new pledges.

IN BASKETBALL L E M

j
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Amy Yeatts Makes
Wall Map of France

VACANCIES IN GLEE CLUB.

NOTICES
Because several of the members
of the Men’s Glee club have not
come back to the University this
quarter, there is room for baritone
and bass voices in the Glee club.
Students who are Interested are re
quested to see DeLoss Smith as soon
as possible.

E ntrants in the Aber oratorical
Depicts Provinces of th e Country contest are required to sign up with
Before French Revolution.
Hugh Lindsey on or before Monday,
January 21. I t is necessary to re 
Miss Amy Yeatts, instructor in
cord the topic of the speech a t the
Foreign Languages, has, completed
same time.
a large wall map of the old prov
inces of France, on which she s ta rt
French lib , section 3, Miss
In the girls’ Glee club some alto
ed work late last quarter.
Maps of this type are exceedingly Yeatts’ 1 o’clock class, will meet ih voices are needed. Co-eds who
room 1 of the Law building in the would like to have try outs should
rare, as the French government will
not allow them to be published in future. Spanish 11a, under Miss see DeLoss Smith.
France, owing to the existence of Sughrue, will meet in Craig hall.

T Y PE W R IT ER S
R EN T ED
Special rates to students.
All makes sold and repaired.
LOCAL UNDERWOOD
AGENT

Lister Typewriter
Service
112 E. Broadway

Phone 2457

ing same please return to Presi
Royalist sympathizers. The map de
Read Kalinin advertisements.
There will be a meeting of the
dent’s office.
picts the old provinces of the coun
Music club next Thursday evening,
try before the French revolution.
January 24. The meeting will be
held in Dean DeLoss Smith’s studio
Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians
In Main hall.
Junior Stamp Club

PBOMINENT DEBATERS
(Continued from page one)
this year as Bachelor of Laws with
Honours. He will shortly be called
to the Bar.
W. 3. Sheldon was born in 1905
and entered the University in 1923
from St. Ignatius College, where he,
too, in his year captained the de
bate team. He was also a member
of the Union debates committee, be
ing Honorable secretary in 1924 and
1925, and represented the Union in
the inter-varsity debates of 1926
and 1927. In 1926 he graduated as
Bachelor of Arts and proceeded to
study law. In his first year a t law
he won the Wigram Allen scholar
ship for general proficiency, and the
P itt Cobbett prize for constitutional
law. In his second year he shared
the H arris scholarship and the
Nolan Foundation prize for political
science. This year he was “proxime
acces8it” for the H arris scholarship,
Norman C. L. Nelson was born in
1905, and in 1923 entered the Uni
rersity from the Sydney grammar
school, which he had represented in
the G. P. S. competition.. He was
a member of the winning St. Paul's
college debate team in the inter
collegiate competition. Nelson has
also represented the Union in vari
ous debates and has done a great
deal of public speaking outside the

COMPANY C WINS
R.0.T.M 0NTEST

university. He graduated as Bach
elor of Laws this year and has been
admitted as a solicitor of the Su
preme Court.
Held At High School.
The Sydney debate will be held
in the high school auditorium by
special arrangem ent in order to per
mit the people of Missoula as well
as the students of the University an
opportunity to attend.
Hugh Lindsey said in referring to
the Montana team th at in spite of
the short time th at the men have
had to prepare for the Sydney de
bate they are making complete and
thorough research on the question.

We make a business of
scraping your acquaintance
at the
ROCHESTER BARBER
SHOP
Opposite the Grill

Our Sunday Special

Chocolate Bisque
HERRICK'S
Famous Ice Cream

Company C missed many of their
first-string players when they lost
A" Wednesday by a score of
25-16. Byrd was high point man
with 10, followed closely by Stofy
with nine. Besides the shooting of
these two players, the game was
featured by A Company’s fast
breaking offense and close guarding.
The final standing of teams w as:
W. L. Pet.
Company 0 -------..i_____3 l .750
Company A — ................. 3 2 .600
Company B ......................0 3 .000

Intra-Mural Play
Begins February 5
Intra-college basketball will start
February 5, according to an ananouncement by H arry Adams.
Managers have been appointed
and they should get their teams or
ganized immediately. The schedule
will be announced soon. The man
agers are Law, H uber; Forestry,
Jo st; Journalism, Callaway; P har
macy, Callison; Business Admini
stration, K. E kegren; A rts and Sci
ences, S. Smith.
Chapel a t Colorado.
Seniors have been excused from
attending chapel a t the University
of Colorado for the firs t time in
history. This is not because they
are any the less in need of spiritual
stimulation than the underclassmen
and Juniors, bu t because the chapel
isn’t big enough.
M r .and Mrs. E. P. Ekegren, of
Harlem, will spend the week-end
in Missoula, visiting with their sons,
Kermlt and Waldo.

SWEETHEARTS ON PARADE” and
TH A T ’S HOW I FEEL ABOUT YOU”
Columbia Record No. 1628.
SMITH DRUG STORE

silk scarfs
many colors

MISSOULA
LAU ND RY CO.
DRY CLEANERS
Phone 3118
E X T R A SPECIAL
Auto Strop Valet
Razors with Stropper
29c
Gillette Razor Blades
Per Pkg. 39c
MISSOULA HARDWARE
8 PLUMBING CO.
228 N. Higgins Avenue

Going to serve punch at the
party?

University Students

Majestic Candy 8
Beverage Co.

Vs

"quality—always a t a •aoing”
125-127 Higgins

Missoula, Mont.

O ff

CHIC FROCKS

the sport shop

A January Opportunity

b y th e w ilm a

DON’T BUY A VIOLIN!
A H aircut Is Cheaper

Great savings— among the best we have
ever offered at any season of the year. Smart
styles in satin, dull crepes and combinations
of the “right” colors.

RAINBOW BARBER
SHOP
And Beauty Parlor
136 Higgins

$ 9 .9 0

Phone 2442

PHONE 3352
DIRECTION W. A. SIMONS

The Reason, is: Carefully
Prepared Food,

NOW PLAYING!
Richard Talmadge, B arbara
Bedford and David Torrence in

Bowls and Glasses

T H E CAVALIER'

Furnished Free.

A SPECIAL PRODUCTION
Decidedly New and Different

liiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

COMING SUNDAY!
CORINNE GRIFFITH

Pleasantly Served

1
:
:
|
|

Company C won the E. 0 . T. C.
inter-company basketball tourna
ment by winning the final encounter
from Company A last night by a
score of 23-12.

Company C checked closely and
held their opponents to a few shots,
while they worked the ball in often.
Both sides missed many set-ups.

At basketball game Tuesday
Members of the Junior Stamp night, a silk knit scarf in colors of
club will meet Saturday morning at red, black and brown. Anyone find10 o’clock In the class rooms of the
University A rt departm ent in Main
hall.
At this meeting, the regular pro
gram will take place. The earliest
issues of United States stamps up
to 1894 will be brought under dls-

For Many Years
The Coffee Parlor
Has Been a Decided
Favorite with

Win Deciding Game From
Company A, by
23 to 12.

After making an extra game nec
essary by beating C Company Wed
nesday, Company A lost the cham
pionship in a fast game in which
they never had a chance. Carey
sank two shots soon after the game
began 'to give “C” a lead which
they held throughout the game.
B athert and Carey, C Company for
wards, scdred eight points each.
Flynn, substitute center, scored two
baskets and was A Company’s high
point man with four points.

Will M eet Saturday

HOME WASHING
|
University Students’ =
trade preferred. Rates §
reasonable.
PHONE 3684
|

in

“OUTCAST”
A F irst National Picture and
This Popular S ta r’s F irst Picture
in Many Months.

NOW!

SEE IT!

Wm. Fox’s Mighty Photoplay

“FO U R SONS”
A Great Story of M other Love
' “KICKING THROUGH”
A New “Collegian” Story

STARTING SUNDAY!
VICTOR McLAGLEN
of “W hat Price Glory” Fam e in

“ T H E RIVER
P IR A T E ”
A Great Role for a Great Actor

TODAY « SATURDAY
BUZZ BARTON
H ie Mile-a-Minute Thrill Kid
in

“The Wizard of
the Saddle”
The Old West As I t Was

Commencing Sunday!
A Great All-Star Cast in

“OLD
IRONSIDES”
F irst Time Shown in Missoula
At Regular Prices and the Last
I t Will Be Shown in This City.

illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllTli

New Spring Hats
JUST ARRIVED

And the blend cant
be copied! '

Silks and Straws
Crocheted Viscos
All Trimmed in Dainty
Bright Colors

$4.95 to $10.00
.Cinderella Shop.
NEW
BRUNSWICK
RECORDS
OUT TODAY
Doin’ the Raccoon, f. t with voc.
cho.
Glorlanna, fox trot
No. 4129—Jesse Stafford and His
Orch.
Happy Days and Lonely Nights
High Up On A Hilltop,comedi
enne
No. 4126—June Purcell, with
cornet and piano.
Let’s Do It, f. t. wth voc. cho.
The Land of Going to Be, waltz
No. 4116—Wm. Wirges and His
Orchestra
Gypsy, f. t. with voc. cho.
My Troubles Are Over, f. t.
No. 4151—Hal Kemp and His
Orchestra
Happy Days and Lonely Nights,
f. t.
When Summer Is Gone, f. t.
No. 4134—Davis’ Swanee Syncopators
I Can’t Give You Anything But
Love
Sonny Boy, piano solos
No. 4152—Lee Sims

SCHAEFER
•MUSIC CO.
139 Higgins Ave.

visitor to N orm andy ever considered his
tour complete until he had made the pilgrimage
to Mont St. Michel and the Inn o f the Famous
Omelet—ChezMadamePoulardjl’Incomparable,
la Fameuse Omelette.
The Madame is since gone, but not until
just before she died did she reveal the secret
of her famous omelets. N o doubt hundreds
have tried— and struggled in vain—to use the
precious information, but as a writer has put

it, the Inn without Madame is "like Tara’s hall
without the harp!”
The making of a great cigarette, too, is a
secret to be guarded. The artistry lies in bow
the tobaccos are blended— and from our own
private formula comes the rich fruity flavor that
you get in your Chesterfield. ’
Suffice it to say that our blend can’t be copied
—nor for mildness with flavor can you duplicate
the rare Chesterfield goodness.

C hesterfield
M IL D

enough for anybody.. and y e t .

.T H E Y

S A T IS F Y
LIGGETT* U m i TOBACCOCO.

PaeeFour

THE

IDAHO VANDALS CLASH WITH
GRIZZLY FIVE HERE TONIGHT
Evenly Matched Teams;
Interesting Game
Promised.

AWARD MEET TO
WASHINGTON‘IT

To Stage Annual N . A. A.
C. Swimming Meet at
Wilson P o o l

F. I KINNEL LECTURES

KAIMIN

LOU W E N D T

Captain Louis Wendt is finishing
his third year of Varsity competi
tion with the Grizzlies this season
in a style th a t equals the best of
Montana guards' th at have been pro
duced by Coach Jim Stewart. So
fa r this season Wendt has ably
steered the Grizzlies through their
pre-season practice.games, dropping
only one game to Gonzaga univer
sity, and running up a compensating
score against Both Washington
State college and the Montana Bob
cats.
Wendt commands a thorough
knowledge of basketball and plays
his guard position in All-Coast style.
Although an unusually quiet player

Harold Stowell is easily the most
consistent shot on the team so fa r
this year, scoring an average of 10
points in eight pre-season games
thus far. He has been high man
in three games and has scored more
than eight points in six games
W ith McMillan, both of them from
Pocatello, he has played basketball
since grade school days and the two
forwards are the smoothest working
pair on the coast. Stowel has the
speed and McMillin the basket ac
curacy.
Mustaches may be worn only by
upperclassment a t Brigham Uniersity, Provo, Utah.

Captain Darwin K. Burgher is
starting his third and last year with
the Idaho team. Although playing
center for the firs t two years he
may be shifted to guard, for a t least
p a rt of the time in conference play
this year. He is the largest man
on the squad, weighing nearly 200
pounds. He was second all-coast
center last year. Burgher, although
a guard, is third highest scorer on
the Idaho team so fa r and is a
skillful floor worker.

who does not attra c t the fans’ eyes,
he breaks up more plays th an is
MUSIC MAJORS PLEDGED
BY SIGMA ALPHA IOTA noticeable. Wendt played a rem ark

Four music m ajors were pledged
by Sigma Alpha Iota, national hon
orary music fraternity a t the Uni
versity last Tuesday evening. The
Side Swipes of
pledging ceremonies were held a t
music house
on University
A Grizzly Paw
avenue.
By Jam es Gillan
Those pledged w ere: Mrs. Helen
The Vandal out o f Idaho
Haas, Mrs. Edna Mosby and Miss
Is next to shoot and tear
Helen Smith, all of M issoula; and
From 'cross the mountains they Miss H arriet McPherson of Ana
conda.
will come
To haunt the Grizzly lair.

LOUIS WENDT

able game against the Washington
Cougars in his splendid guarding
and checking, and also his accuracy
in finding the hoop for points.

Some one speaking of Cat Thomp
And we'll add one—K eep your
son said, “He’d take a look a t the evil thoughts to yourself about this
ball, look a t the basket to see if it column— don't tell your neighbor—
would fit and let go.’’
let him suffer.
And it was tailor made-best fit
Fencing classes are being con
w e ever seed.
ducted a t the University of Hawaii.

There is a class in sabres and also
The Grizzlies looked as good as in foils.
a date to the Co-ed formal to a
frosh who thinks he’ll have to play
butler for the ladies.

Theodore wouldn’t get up.
So they slept together in a dif
ferent place—and met in a dream
•face to face.

Mr. F. X. Kinnel, photographer
for the Daily- Missoulian, was the
principal speaker of the evening.
In his very interesting talk, Mr.
Kinnel showed the process of pho
tography from the first works of
Senelfelder who discovered the lith
ographing process on stones to the
present time system of work. He
related various interesting incidents
th at came his way during his 36
years experience.

All who expect to find sharp de
tail and clear cut forms in the Silva
collection of paintings, will be sur
prised to find a very marked dif
fusion in all of his works. His
pictures are not sharply defined,
b a t diffused, hazy, and have that
touch of lethargic and contented
nature.
These paintings are poetic and
transcribe the time of day when
nature is more in tune. The soft
violent tints of haze reflected in
some dark pool of water, fog, and
evening haze represents the theme
of this m an’s work. There is a
subtle refinem ent which contrasts
pleasingly with the present day
jazz age..
Quiet and Peaceful.
People who like the quiet and
peaceful will find much stim ulant
here for their imaginations. Silva
has a keenly sensitive appreciation
of natural beauty.
Professor G. H. Riedell, head of
the University A rt department, will
talk on Silva and his paintings Sun
day afternoon a t 4 :30 o’clock.

If You W ant the
Best in Missoula

“You’ve no business here,” cried
Theo. “You went to an 8 o’clock
class.’’ %

Then out of a m outh th at was
fiery with scorn, and the look in
his eye was of sleep. He moved his
tongue and the words came out,
“Don’t shout or I ’ll awake.”

Purses

25%
Discount

In Many Colors
Creamy Goodness

Harkness Drug Store

Missoula Creamery,

Cor. Pine 8 Higgins
Phone 3231

So into the dream they drifted
again, both dreaming of bacon and
eggs.
When all of a sudden the bell
rang out and took one of the boys
away. Lucifer woke and rubbed
his eyes and stumbled out to a
class. While Theodore went from
breakfast to lunch with beer foam
ing over a glass.

At this meeting, Curtis Barnes, a
They met a t the end of a perfect
student in the A rt department, was
day, cheerful and happy and spry.
elected vice-president. After the
And thought of the workings of
meeting, a social took place a t fate.
which refreshments were served and
dancing was enjoyed.
So with steady eye each straight
ened his tie and started out on a
ness, displayed so outstandingly in date.
all games played so fa r this season.
I t will be interesting to watch Ed
Touching, isn’t it?
die closely during the coming seaThen we all agree th a t a woman

Now, for the First 'lim e
A Vacuum Cleaner That

“How About Me?”

Fresh and
Salt Meats
Fish, Poultry
and Oysters

Irv in g B erlin has done i t again.
Here is a song — soft, sweet, rich
w ith emotion—the kind th a t gets
rig h t under your skin. Play it twice
and you s ta rt w histling the tune.
M orton Downey sings the words
w ith ju s t the touch of sentim ent
you like to hear. Let us play i t for
you soon!
How About M e? (Irving Berlin)
I’m Sorry Sally
Horton D o v m

Say
Fellows!
Do You Realize That
THE TOGGERY
Is making some extraordin
ary price concessions on

Overcoats and Suits
Sport Coats and
Sweaters
It’s Up T o You.

No. 2 1 8 0 6 , 10-inch

Evenin’ With Piano
Cornin’ H om e With Piano
The R evelers
No. 2 1 8 0 7 , 10-lnch

Me and the Man in the Moon
Fox Trot With Vocal Refrain

Mr Troubles Are Over—Fox Trot

With Vocal Refrain
T ed weeus and His Orchestra
No. 2 1 8 0 9 , 10-lnch

Royal Engineering has perfected, in this New
Super Royal, the most versatile Vacuum Cleaner
ever made—It is a Super achievement for the
American Housewife.

62.5%Increased Suction
A tremendous increase in power gives ROYAL
by far the greatest suction oi any cleaner made.
This means easier, faster and better cleaning.

Marvelous N E W
“ Rug-to-Floor” Wonder Nozzle
Enables you to thoroughly vacuum your rug, and
then, without adjustment, go right onto bare floors,
tile and linoleum and clean them thoroughly.
Dozens of other wonderful features, all oi untold
benefit to the housekeeper.

New Polishing Attachment—Free
Waxes floors and provides the proper method
of polishing smooth surfaces.

Fox Trot With Vocal Refrain

With Vocal Refrain
J ean Goldkettb’ s Orchestra
No. 2 1 8 0 5 , 10-lnch

A Room "With a View—Fox Trot

(from the musical comedy, Thie Year
of Grace) With Vocal Refrain
Dance Little Lady—Fox Trot
(from the musical comedy, Thie Year
of Grace) With Vocal Refrain
Roost Wolfe Kahn and H is Orchestra
No. 21 8 0 1 , 10-lnch,

DICKINSON PIANO CO.
New Ortho phonic

“The Downtown Students Store”

CLEANS EVERYTHING

Mr Blackbirds Are Bluebirds Now
D on’t Bo I.ike That—Fox Trot

218 North Higgins

THE OFFICE SUPPLY
COMPANY

T he LEADER

ROYAL

417 N. Higgins

of interest to everybody.
The need for a substan
tial, durable note or com
position book is perpet
ual and universal; felt
from kitchen to presi
dent's sanctum. And
here's the line of them
th at's right
—in q u a l it y ,
in tough “stand
the gaff" sturdi
ness. Come in

A Wonderful Large
Assortment Just In.

QAe SS/ezv Super

MEAT CO.

^ H e r e 'S a line that is

SPRING
SPORT
COAT

Inc.
R ailroad and H arris
PHONE 3113

Schramm - Hebard

UNIVERSITY

How About
a

Famous for Its Delicious

3191 — Phone — 3191

NOTE BOOKS

Girls!
New

—Dealers In—
One was dressed in warm P. J ’s.
The other in sheepskin and cords.
One’s hair was mussed, the other’s
combed, one spoke right out, the
other groaned.

a t the University of Oregon. He
said, “I f they were all married,
Chances Too Many.
they would waste less tim e of eve
T h at the single girl of Florida is
nings and it would be fo r the bet
more, likely to get m arried than her
term ent of the scholastic standing.”
sister in Wisconsin is indicated by
a survey made by the University
F aith in Modern Girt.
of Wisconsin. I t also showed th at
Dr. Henry Noble McCracken, the warmer climate and non-Induspresident of Vassar college, has a tria l centers go hand in hand with
strong faith In the modern girl.
marriage. Only 27 per cent of the
“Apart from cigarettes, profanity, single white girls in twelve repre
summer beaches, and the like, when j sentative cities of the South were
we look deeper into ethics and re found unm arried, while in the
ligion, which are essentials of her North 33 per cent were single.
honor and decency, we find the
yonng woman working for her
Ten to One.
self certain standards of her own,”
The largest faculty ever recorded
he declares.
in the history of Wesleyan univer
sity enables the facnlty-student body
Stanford University co-eds will be
to have a quota of one professor to
allowed to remain out nights until
every ten students.
the late hour of 11:30 o’clock mere
ly by filing a w ritten request.

The sophomore men a t North
In order to defray transportation
l i tt l e fo r Church.
western University have adopted
charges on this exhibit, it was nec
From an investigation conducted purple broadcloth vests trimmed in
essary to ask a small admission a t Washington and Lee university,
white for their class emblem.
charge of ten cents. Tickets are on
sale in the A rt departm ent or may
be purchased from any of the A rt
students.

Pouch and Underarm
Styles

Curtis Barnes Elected Vice Presi
Lucifer groaned and with steady
dent of Organization.
eye, lowered his lips to a glass.
Members of the University Art
League held their regular meeting
Wednesday night in the A rt rooms
of the .University A rt departm ent in
Main hall.

C. H. Riedell to Lecture on
Artist’s Works
Sunday.

ence game for the University of
Montana on the home floor against
the Washington Huskies February
11.

Committee came out with a code.
NOTICE.
I t can apply to fans as well as playThere will be,a meeting of Kappa
s.
Psi in Science hall tonight a t 7:30
Keep the rules.
o’clock.
Claude Britell.
Keep fa ith with your comrades.
Keep your temper.
Keep yourself fit.
Be Sure
Keep a stout heart in defeat.
Keep your pride in victory/
Use
The Bobcat game was the best
Keep a sound soul, a clean mind
we can ever hope to see.
and a healthy body.

Lucifer arose early and away to
an eight o’clock class.

ED DIFFUS!

look /

The Vandals play here Friday.
They come with a strong club
adapted to puttin the ball in the
basket—puttin is the word because
they are strong on the one-handed
shove.

And for a weekly short story.

L;

NOTICE
Wendt is one of the three Varsity
Lady’s sm all Conklin fountain
players who a re out of the state pen found. Owner call a t Smith
products. Wendt came to the Uni Drug Store.
versity
from
Culdesac, Idaho,
bringing with him four years of
high school basketball experience.
He easily earned his num eral in
frosh basketball and the past two
years have found him on the regu
is only a woman but a cigar is a lar Varsity squad.
good smoke.
Louis will play his last confer

Big and tall, with a shoo tin" eye
And high up are they rated
B ut who in hell wants to smoke
But they're hound to find it rough
a cigar on every Sunday night.
and tough
For the Grizzly aint yet hiber
The National Basketball Rules
nated.

it appears th a t the average Wash
ington and Lee student spends
twelve times as much for movies,
eight times as much for tobacco, and
Poor M arried Students.
two times a s much for shoe shines
The adm inistration of W ashing in the course of a year as he gives
ton and Jefferson College doesn’t to the church, the Y. M. 0. A., and
believe th at m arried students can other causes.
study. A new rule is to go into ef| feet on February 4 th a t afte r th at
Afternoon Siesta.
d ate m arried undergraduates will
Sleep in the form of an after
autom atically be dropped. A col
noon
siesta
is an im portant Item
lege romance m ust needs be th at
of the college girl’s curriculum, ac
and nothing else.
cording to Stephen’s College offi
cials. Each afternoon from 1 to
And Again.
“All college students should be 2 o’clock 600 Stephens girl students
sleep.
The law has an effect of ap
m arried before they enter college,”
was the startling opinion of H er preciable scholastic improvement,
bert 0. Howe, professor of English members of the faculty report

EXCHANGES

Playing His Last Year
For Montana.

Bobcat Jinx. Ankle
Gave Out.

St. Louis, Mo., January 16—
The sixth Annual National Col
legiate Athletic Association swim
ming meet has been awarded to
Washington University and will be
staged in Wilson Pool on March 29
and 80, according to A rthur E.
Ellers, business m anager of athlet
ics, who has ju st returned from
New Orleans where a meeting of
the association was held.
Wilson pool is one of the largest
and finest swimming pools in the
middle-west and preparations are
now being made to enlarge the seat
ing capacity for the coming affair.
All of the leading universities
and colleges of the United States
will, in all likelihood, send swim
mers to participate in the champion
ships. Because of the central lo
cation of Washington it is confi
dently expected th at the entry list
will be considerably larger than last
year which, incidentally, was the
CH IN SKE
most successful of any meet yet
conducted.
TJie two prim ary purposes gov
Is Now Among Best in
erning this annual meet , are to get
Conference.
together for competitive purposes
the leading swimmers of the United
Much newspaper space has been States and to assist in the stand
given Eddie Chinske in praise of his ardization of this sport in various
ability both on the gridiron and the sections of the country.
court. He has earned every inch
of it for he is a star in both sports.
T hat would suffice in this article
but his superior ability as a court
artis t demands more than two mere
sentences.

Let us go back a couple of years
and check up on Eddie’s record for
we know that he couldn’t arrive at
the present unique position as a
court s ta r in a short period of time.
We already know th at he has many
months of hard, tedious practice to
his credit back in his high school
days. Eddie played four years of
outstanding high school basketball,
back in Michigan City, Ind. Those
four years are of no great signifi
cance unless we stop to consider
th a t Eddie was thinking of the fu
tu re ; of the time when he could
play college basketball and inci
dentally play the game better than
the other player.
He has already arrived a t his ob
jective. Last year for a short time
early in the season he rode along
the top of the Pacific Coast confer
ence individual scoring list, and
finished the season fa r from the
bottom. He was credited with more
than 70 points. This alone proves
th a t Chinske is an outstanding
player, considering th a t he played
his firs t season of conference bask
etball last year.
I t is not necessary to reiterate
how Eddie started out this season
in his old position a t forward. We
all know th at he is playing his game
w ith unusual ability and aggressive-

MONTANA

IDAHO CAPTAIN

‘BUS” G R AH AM

Coach Stewart's basketball artists
will engage the Idaho five in their
Bus Graham, playing his thir
second conference game in the
Men’s Gymnasium tonight. The year on the Grizzly squad, came to
the
front in the Bobcat game as a
game will s ta rt a t 8 o'clock sharp.
Both teams are evenly matched and star. I t was his first game this
season,
a bad ankle keeping him off
the game tonight promises to be
the court during the pre-season
one of the best of the season.
I t will be remembered by Mon games. His height and fight kept
tan a fans last year in the closing W ard and Breedon from topping in
game of the season against Idaho many baskets on the rebound and
th at Montana barely nosed out a checking them a t great distances
three point lead to win the fray from the basket Bus is a valuable
88-35. A last minute whirlwind a t guard, offensively and defensively.
tack by the Idaho contingent which His play is steady and he is adapted
almost upset the law of interval
wins—if there is such a law —pass
ing between Idaho and Montana
since 1020.
Historically Speaking.
Going back into history Montana
registered a winning score from
Idaho 85-24 by an assortm ent of
shots by Captain “C h ie f Illman
and Overturf which completely
dazzled the Idaho five and sent the
crowd into wild cheering. In 1927
Idaho returned to. win by an even
larger score 44-29. The ironbound
guarding which held throughout the
fray kept the Grizzlies from the
basket and only by the long shots
of Overturf and E ain did Montana
keep within distance of the Idaho
score. W ith Nedro, probably one
LESTER GRAHAM
of Idaho’s greatest forwards, who
looped in the sphere a t will and to s ta rt a fa st offensive whenever
Jacoby, Montana was held down to he gets the ball.
a low score. Last year the Grizzlies
Graham was taken out of the
did not have to contend with Nedro
and with Lewis and Wendt holding game early in the second half be
Jacoby in check Montana barely cause of further injury to his ankle.
However, Coach Stew art will prob
nosed out a 38-85 scored
ably use him in the lineup this eve
The Dope.
ning against the University of
Now if past scores mean anything
Idaho.
it will be Idaho’s turn to bolt with
both teams so evenly matched the
jinx of former years m ay. be up
set and Montana may step out and I
win two straight years.
Coach Fox of the Idaho conting
ent brings to Missoula a team well
versed in court artistry and an a r
ray of accurate basket tossers.
Captain Burgher, center, playing
his third year, is an accurate
shot and one of the swiftest
men on the squad, although he does
weigh more than 200 pounds. The
McMillin-Stowell combination if
once let. loose will be a hard pair
to stop. They have played basket
ball together since their grade
school days. Thornhill, forward
and center, is an accurate tosser
and a fast floor man. Drummond,
guard, playing his second year, will
be a hard man to get through.
However, with Montana playing
with the smoothness th at was dem
onstrated against Montana State
last Tuesday and with their assort
ments of shots th at was little less
than sensational, Grizzly fans will
rest assured of a victory.
The Montana lineup is as yet un
certain but the probable players
will be Chinske and Rankin, for
wards, Rule or Rohlffs, center, and
Graham and Wendt in the guard
positions.
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